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THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF POLYCRYSTALLINE CARBONS
AND GRAPHITES*

C. P. JeurnsoN aND S. Mnozowsxr

Department of PhEsics, Uniuersitg of Bufalo, Bufalo, N. Y.

(Manuscript received December 11, 1955)

The dependence of the thermal conductivity K of polycrystalline carbons and graphites on the
, mean crystallite diameter Zo q'as experiment,ally investigated for ambient temperatures ranging

from 100'K to 400"K. The conductivities were determined by the standard method of measuring
the temperature gradient established along the axis of a cylindrical specimen by a definite power
input. The mean crystallite diameters were determined from the broadening of X-ray diffraction
lines. For well-graphitized samples the thermal resistivity, l/K, varies almost linearly with the
reciprocal of mean crystallite diameter l/L".For such samples the thermal resistivities can be
separated into two parts which correspond to scattering by the boundaries of cryst,allites and
to the mutual l¿ttice-wave scattering. The dependence of the lattice sc¿ttering on temperature
and the values of the corresponding free paths are obtained by linear extrapolation to | / L" + Q.
For poorly- and non-graphitized carbons the thermal resistivity increases much faster than
linearly with increase of | / L,. Possible re¿rsons for the breakdown of Debye's linear relationship
are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The thermal conductivity of carbons
and graphites has been studied by a num-
bcr of investigators. A revierv by Castlet
contains references to the main publications
prior to 1954, a condensation of the results
and a discussion of their significance..Jt-

Ity must satisfy the Debye relation, that is

(1) Y : TpCu(,

where p is the density, C the specific heat
for unit mass, zr the velocity of the lattice
waves transporting the thermal energy,
/ the mean free path for scattering of these
waves and 7 a numerical factor which is

* Perfo¡med in part under the auspices of the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. In its initial
stages the v'ork was supported by the U. S. Office
of Naval Research. Reproduction in whole or in
part is permitted for any purpose of the United
States Government.

1 J. G. Castle, Jr.,  This volume, page 13.

usua,lly taken to be equal to ]. In poly-
glyllgl]rne *ate.iat. t*o k
processes occur: Scattering by other lattice'-úves-(E

/.) 4ld by the boundaries of crystallites

In view of the additivity of scattering prob-
abilities, one has

(2\
w \

" t/t : r/1" * t/lu

Since l¡, increases rvith decrease of tempera-
ture, at-sufficiently low telqlglAlUlqg-

. independent and "q"q,l to /" ; that is, ap-

,p-Lo{lqalgly-equal to the a,verage dimension

9l-qrl¡s!&-IlrieL Thus for sufficientlv lo'w
temperatures, neglecting the possibility of
small variations in the velocity of the lat-
tice rvaves, K should be proportional to the
specific heat C. However, it was found by
Berman and by J¡4er and Wilson (references
I and 3 in paper by Castler) that al low
t"*putatuter tn" n.

1//, .á" b" 
""Sl".tud 

u_"d th J¡esÑ'path l bf tattice wa

seems generally accepted that for materials
throrrsh which heat is transported exc
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crystalline

éxphnation tuu. p.opoñd by Klemens2
in rvhich it is assumed that th" ¡Lilq*pgry{-.
is intrinsic to the graphitic structure and
is connected rvith the shape of graphite
crystals. The suggestion of Tyler and Wilson
that the dis-qlepgg3J'*.$Iehl-b9-dp€*to-¿ü
qü!!fo-l¡l- " scattering at ,the_ . crystailjne
contacts led Smith" to investisate heat-
Contfuction of a single graphite crystal.
Smith found that K in the temperature-@ó¡tióii;iió-f:
gs--expected on fhcorotinql grounds to hsld.
in a limited ranse_of. !€!Sp.erg-t_tl{g!_f.gt -tbg
specific heat, of a two-dimensional lattice

_L+

structure such as that of graphite."
-;---i-*

Several papers have recently appeared
in rvhich results of measurements on the
specific heat, of polycrystalline graphite
performed at low temperatures are reported.
According to DeSorbo and Tylers C o T2
in the range 7 : 13o to 54oK, but more
recently Bergenlid et al6 found C n Tt''
around ? : 90"K and C o T''n betlveen
T : 1.5 and 12'K. On the other hand, the
results of DeSorbo and Tyler and also
those of Bergenlid do not agree well in the
lowest temperature range with the work of'
Keesom and Pearlman,t rvho found in the
lowest temperature range (1o-2"K), C :

aT + b?3, .the linear term being inter-
nreted as the specific heat due to the conduc-

-1-.
tron electrons and noles and t,ne cuDlc term
a t

2 P. G. Klemens, Australian J. Phys. 6, 405
(1953).

3 A. W. Smith, Phys. Rev.95, 1095 (1954).
a See reference 11, this volume, page 16, and

papers by J. Krumhansl and I{. Brooks, J. Chem.
Phys.21, 1663 (1953), H. B. Rosenstock, J. Chem.
Phys. 21, 2064 (1953), and T. Nagamiya and K.
Komatsu, J. Chem. Phys. 22, 1454 (1954).

6 W. DeSorbo ¿nd W. W. Tyler, J. Chem. Phys.
21 ,1660 (1953) .

6 U. Bergenlid, R. W. Hil l ,  F. J. Webb and J.
Wi lks ,  Ph i l .  Mag.45 ,851 (1951) .

? P. H. Keesom arrd H. Pearlman, Phys. Rev.
99, 1119 (1955).

higher temperatures Keesom and Pearlman
find C : aT + cT2 - d and above T :

10oK, C : eTz - /. These disagreements
in specific heat values are, however, rela-
tively small and it seems -SUüg CgrtAi¡ that-
in this range lb.qhsaLpsgduciionjneleases-
f aster with te.+pp;atJUa* "f,h¿¿r, - ihe. specific-.

!9¿f, tlnfortunately different investigators
used samples of polycrystalline graphite of
different origins and of an unspecified
average crystallite size and type of carbotr
so that essentially all the results are not
exactly comparable. .Furthermore the tem-
p eratu re variation of 

-t-ñ-dle1óc6;-hál;o 
t

-,-.+

been ctetermrnect anct consequent.ly -one rs
--..._-=.!-:---;--=':_ . ;\-#;r-
not sure whab the extent, oI tne devratrons
ln tempera.ture cle n0

C actually is. It would seem that if there
ar¡zrry-¿-eviations caused by the poly-
crystallinity of the matdrial, the deviations
should become more pronounced as the
crystallite size becomes smaller. A syste-
matic study of the heat conduction in a
wide temperature range using carbons
with well-controlled crystallite sizes seems
imperative not only in order to test the
general predictions as they were discussed
in Castle'sr paper, but to disentangle the
different factors involved. The work re-
ported below represents the first step in this
direction. It is gratifying to see that although
these investigations cover a relatively nar-
row temperature range a considerable
amount of information about different
factors can be extracted from the results.
It is hoped that an extension of this rvork to
lower and higher temperatures will bring
about a better understanding of the mecha-
nism of heat conduction in polycrystalline
materials in general and for carbons in par-
ticular.

II. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL

PROCIqDURES

A.. Preparatign of Samples

A mix rvas prepared rvhich consisted of
100 parts of Kendall coke (soft type car-
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bon), 42 parts of medium grade coal tar
pitch and 2 parts of Socony Vacuum Oil
Co. Vacwax 80 as "extrusion oil." The coke
was "calcined" to 1100'C, crushed into
powder using a roll-mill and passed two
times through a small Raymond mill. A
range of particle sizes from very fine flour
to a powder just able to pass through a
No. 50 Tyler sieve was obtained. The mix
was extruded through a $ inch die and cut
into 6-inch-Iong sections. The rods so ob-
tained were baked, a period of five days
being used to reach the top temperature of
1100"C. Subsequently the rods were heat
treated to various temperatures as required,
in a graphitizing furnace using a nitrogen
atmosphere to prevent oxidation. The
temperature rvas determined by means of an
optical pyrometer. In each heat treatment,
the rods rvere soaked at the maximum tem-
perature for about 6.ve minutes. After each
heat treatment a small amount of the carbon
was scraped from the ends of the rod for
X-ray studies. The apparent density of each
rod rvas checked before and after baking
and after each heat treatment.

B. Meusurements of Crystallite Sizes

Since most of the heat conducted through
carbons and graphite is transported along
the graphitic planes, the crystallite dimen-
sion of the greatest interest is the diameter
of the crystalline planes or the so-called
.L" dimension. The Z" dimension was deter-
mined from the broadening of the X-ray
diffraction lines; as usual the procedure
followed in the determination of Z" for
the non-graphitized carbons differed some-
what from that for graphites. The L" dimen-
sion can be calculated from the broadening
of X-ray diffraction lines by means of the
formula L" : o\/B cos S where )' is the
wavelength of the X-ray used, g the angle
of incidence of the X-rays on the sample,
B the full width of the X-ray diffraction
line at half intensity and a a constant. f
and B are expressed in radians. It has been

shown by Warren" that for the non-graphi-
tized carbons, when Z, is being determined
from the broadening of two-dimensional
diffraction lines, a has to be taken as equal
to 1.85. The line used for this purpose in
this work was the 10 line; for graphites the
three-dimensional 110 line was used, in
w h i c h c a s e a : 1 . 0 0 .

The shape of the diffraction lines rvas
obtained by using the "fixed count" method
with a North American Philips X-ray
counter spectrometer. Copper K" radiation
filtered through nickel was used. The
"half widths" obtained from the diffraction
lines were corrected for the three followins
effects:

1. Some broadening of the lines results
from finite slit widths, scattering of X-rays
in air and from penetration of the X-rays
into the sample because of the weak absorp-
tion of X-rays by the carbon material. The
total broadening from these three sorñül

_by Jones.' A sample composed of very- -
Iarge (effecfively infinite) graphite cystal-

. tites ffi-the 
-iiroárléning

not due to diffraction effects. Ceylon graphite
7 -  

- , -

was useü Ior tnrs purpose. uorrectron
crl'we "e" from Jones' paper was then used
to determine the correct diffraction width. L'

Curve "o" was decided on in preference to
the curve "ó" given by Jones beeause it
gave consistent results for the most highly
graphitized samples when a number of
different slit width combinations were used
so that different instrumental broadenings
had to be corrected for. This correction
turned out to be considerable only for the
well-graphitized samples.

2. Some error in half rvidth is introduced
because of failure to resolve the Ka1 un* 2

¡ B. E. Warren, Phys. Rev. 69, 693 (1941).
e F. W. Jones, Proc. Roy. Soc. 4166, 16 (1938).

See also R. W. James, I'he Optical Principles oJ the
Difraction of X-Rdys, Bell & Sons, Ltd., London
(19a8) p. 541, and L. Alexander and H. P. Klug, J.
Appl. Phys. 21, 137 (1950).
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Frc. 1. Schematic drawing of the apparatus for
the determination of the heat conductivity K.

Ka2 components of the X-ray radiation.
Using a method essentially similar to the
above one and given also by Jonesn it was

Jound that this correction was negligible in
all our cases.

C. Measurements o! Thermal Condtrcti'ui'ty

The thermal conductivities were deter-
mined bythe standard method of measuring

the temperature gradients set up along the

axis of a long cylindrical rod by a definite
power input. The apparatus is shown in
Fig. 1.

A heat coil made from nichrome wire
rvas wound at the middle of the rod. The.

temperature gradients on each side of the
heater were determined by means of chro-
mel-constantan thermocouples whose junc-

tions were pressed into small shallow holes

drilled in the samples at the positions

marked "X". Three thermocouples were
.-

used on each side of the heater to check the

the sample. The thermal emf's at the fouré
bath temperatures used were found to agree

with the values given in tables published by

the National Bureau of Standards.lo The

thermal emf's were determined using a type

K potentiometer which rvas sensitive to
1 pV in the circuit used. The differences in

thermal emf between the first and third

thermocoupies rvere always greater than

200 ¡¡V. As a general check, the samples

were run first with a definite arrangement
of the thermocouples and then again with

the thermocouples interchanged. The dif-
ferences between the results of such runs

were of the same order as the maximum

scattering of results for one arrangement,
that is, less than 5% in conductivity.

r t e the heater

coil. A large radiation shield was made by
ílttilrg a plastic cylinder longitudinally into
two parts. The sample rvas then clamped

10 H. Schenker, J. I .  Lauritsen, R. J. Corrucini,
and S. T. Lonberger, Nat. Bureau of Standards,
C i rc .561,  Apr i l  27 ,  1955.

The rvhole chamber was evacuated to \
make sure that all the power lnLroclueect I

rnto the heater eoil f lows out to tne ends oI

the sample. The sample heater coil was much

hotter than the sample itself because of poor

thermal contact. To prevent excessive heat
ffi

loss from the heater, a small radiation- - - .
shield maFe of brass tube with two brass

THERMOCOUPLES
ARE AT  " x "

{
4É

f
rinss. cut lonsitudinallv into two parts was

clampect trgntly around t41 ce.!l!9l_p¿l!_!L

two dimensional 10",'¿tPá"
carDons m

imensional 101 line as soon as

the intensity of the line be-
rrec-

theretore
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betrveen these two sections and another of three per cent in the shield gradients
heater coil rvas wound around the middle caused a change of one per cent in the sam-
of the radiation shield. Power rvas supplied ple gradient.
to this heater coil in óÍderlÑqñlite th-a The whole chamber was immersed in

, - ;temperature gradients along the shield to baÍhs_oLrespeefive1y--5olüng water.melting
- - -those along the sample. A difterential ther- iee, dry ice in acetone and Iiquid nitrogen.
ffition touching trr" 

'ffi, 
"u.h 

n"ut tr"ut-
surface of small shield and the other touch- ment resulted in a small decrease in density
ing the inside of the radiation shield, at of the rods. AII the results have been recal-
points indicated by "XX", indiiated the culated for a common density of 1.49 g/ cmt.
equalization of the gradients. The density correction lvas obtained by

In order for the chamber to be easily comparing the thermal conductivities for
assembled and disassembled and have the two samples of slightly different densities
vacuum seals hold over the range of tem- which had been simultaneously heat treated
peratures used, a ga¡sket madlgf soft solder to the same temperature. The corrections

, _
was clamped bétween the flanges, as shown turned out to be small in all cases.

ffi;sedtñ'oush
,  I I I .  R E S U L T S  A N D  D T S C U S S T O N

rron sDacers so tnat, as tne cnamber was
cooled the relative contractions were such L' General Results
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that the gaskets r'vere clamped more tightly.
One end of the sample and radiation

shield holder was pressed in direct thermal
contact rvith the end of the chamber and
the other end rvas in contact indirectly by
means of a section of braided copper. A
stiff coil spring maintained the direct
contact in spite of thermal contractions.

Checking on the effects of radiation losses,
it was found that for the least conducting
sample (1200"C heat treatment), a change

50 100 200 300 400

TEMPERATURE ( "K )a

Frc. 2. Heat conductivities K of Kendall coke
carbon rods heat treated to different temperatures
as a function of ambient temperature.

The thermal conductivities as obtained
for different rods and for different heat
treatments are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function
of ambient temperature.:9ne can see hg_re
the transition from the characteristic tem-

TARLE I

Interpolated v¿lues of thermal conductivity K
in'q,'att/cm 'C for different rods corrected to a
densitv 1.49 gr/cc. Crystallite diameters L" for the
same rods as obtained from widths of X-ray lines
(corrected values in parentheses). The value in
square brackets was estimated by extrapolation,
see FiE. 4.

HT. "C L", A

205"K

o
c

> l.o
o
F¡-
¿

i o.u
F()
f
6
z
o

o

1200
1350
1500
1750
1950
2100
2200
2300
2430
3100

37
42
47 (50)
61 (61 .5)
71 (7e)
102 (98)
126 (128)
184
290
[1050]

.0369

.0478

.075

.128

.220

.331

.470

.650

.900
1 . 8 0

295'K

.0571

.0720

.108

. r / o

.302

.435

.592

.755
1 . 0 4
r . 7 5

385 'K

.0775

.0920

.135 {

.212

. óoo

.492

.651

.840
1 . 0 6
L . 5 4

115 'K

.0165

.0228

.038

.061

.110
1 , 7 ,

.215

. ó+a

.500
1  . 1 8

H T

oc

oc
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I^ 8

E

É
a ^

One can see from Table I, that for the
Io'lr'est ambient temperature a change in
crystallite size by a factor of about 8
(290/37) results in an increase in conductiv-
ity by a factor of 30. Norv ln : L", since
the conduction takes

than this since the mean free paths are not
equal to /¡'s, but are slightly smaller (eq.
(2)). In order to see the character of these
deviations it is convenient to rervrite eq.
(1) in the form

(3) CR : 1/y"pu(,1 | lfy,puL"

rvhere R is the thermal resistivity and trvo
different 7's are introduced for reasons to

plrature. In Fig. 3 the values of l/K taken
-f--'-------É-r r Y
from'I'able I and multiplied bv eorrespond-

I
\ )
\ .

rnlor-
been

ttont'
not yet
As Strated.tt

question
investiga

on
this
tally

tunately,
experimen

)
('

I

c 5 t o t 5 2 0 2 5 3 0
l /  Lo  i l  o -5A- r )

F¡c. 3. Plot of the product C.R *'here R is the
thermal resistivity and C the specific heat as a
function of inverse crystallite size. R, is the inter-
crystalline resistance observed at smaller crystal-
lite sizes in addition to the predicted one on the
basis of Eo. 1.

linear

temperatures, 115oK, 205o, 295o and 385oK,

after being reduced to the common density

1.49 gr/cm3, are given in Table I, columns

3 to 6. In the second column of the same

table the crystallite diameters as obtained

from the X-ray line rvidths are given. -When

rom a-slnootn relatronsilp.
^  r :  r f  \

corrected dlameters corresponolng to tne

smoothed out curve are given in the same

column in parentheses. In the following

these corrected crystallite-diameter values

are used exclusively.

ing values of specific heat taken from the
¿utt-of ¡m$uÁ" die" piótied as a function

-É:+ygf." crystallite .$iameter. An approxi-
mately linear relationship is obtained only
for large crystallite sizes, the values of CR
for small crystallites being very much
greater than the expected ones and increas-
ingly so as the crystallite size diminishes.

eat of for
grou

ite size.

11 A difference in specific heat was found Be-
tween activated charcoal and graphite by F. Si*r
ion and R. C. Swain, Z. Physik. Chem. B, 28, 189
(1935).

12 R. Stratton, Phi l .  Mag. 44' 519 (1953).

the

ha,! shown, there are reasons tó-&Fñ,t?Et
f f i-the 

sñEóific heat for fine polvcrvstalline

mainly
can see, ore,

ionality of KJionality of K with /, required by the Debye-
lormula (l ) lor low temperatures ls present.

--:-------.i;---í----

Actuallv the deviation is even sreater

increase with temperature

use of the

ue to errors in the meas-
rather than to any real
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te stzes,

not ma ect

exact values for the specific heat of carbons'

B. P olycry stalli,ne GraPhite

The section of Fig. 3 corresponding to

large crystallite sizes is replotted on a

larger scale in Fig. 4. One can see that the

linear relationship between CR and l/L"

is really not obeyed even for quite large

crystallite diameters. Although straight

lines are drawn through the pairs of experi-

mental points corresponding to the largest

diameters determined, one has to admit

that some curvature might still be present

even here and consequently the crossings

of these straight lines vith the CB-axis

might lead to rather too low than too high

values for the product CR extrapolated to

the infinitely large crystals' It would be

very gratifying to have some experimental

points on the graph loeated at lorver l/1'" ;

o![rnately determinations gf the c

¿ = i

ápolation, the mean i'ree paÜls correspono-

t)

C  R e

c

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9

t / L o  (  t o - 3  A - r )

Frc. 4. Plot of the product C-R rvhere E is the

thermal resistivity and C the specific heat. En-

larged portion of Fig. 3 for large crystallite diame-

ters. Circles give values of the product CR esti-

mated using the data of Powell and Schofield and

fitted into position on the linear plot. The squares

correspondingly represent the results for the 3100

sample.

(4) (n"/tu : (CR" - CR*)L'/CR*

that is, an absolute value for the mean free

palh l¡. is obtained directly from the graph

up to the unknown factoryp/lu . The values

of I'fyt[' so found are plotted in the upper

part of Fig. 5 as a function of temperature ?.

As rvill be explained belolv, 'Ys ) 'yr at

lo'w temperatures; when the temperaturp is

increased,'y B + I t . Taking the very roughly

estimated values of the ratio "rsf"rt'fromthe

slopes (see below) the broken curve is ob-

I

ó

c t
o l

the

t 
-¿iameteis

t  ' ' ' - -  - '  "  ñ  :  : :  ; ;  7
I, ioillaceuraten to permit a reliable check

i o" ttt" ti"earity of the eurves g-t gre4t--!o'

1 it .J"*. tutft"t t¡at the procedure could be

I ,"rr".r"d and by fitting the CR values taken

I at several temperatures into the graphs

) t".y great crystallite sizes could be esti-

rt mated: This was actually the way the crys-

? tallite size given in the Table I for the

7 glOO" C sample was obtained.
u From the values of CR obtaineday ex-

(1

6ince due to

l fy 'pu{". One finds
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TEMPERATURE ( "K)

Frc. 5. Temperature dependence of the inverse
mean free path for lattice scattering l/l, as esti-
mated b¡- extrapolat ion of the results Fig.4 (upper
insert) and b¡. using d¿ta of Polvell and Schofielcl
(main curve from 400'K up).

=plgqg$rotr3]_!9_f. In order ro find the de_
pendence of 1/(L on T at higher tempera-
tures the data for the condugtivity of poly-
crystalline graphites obtained by powell

and Schofield rvere taken (see curves 4.8 ll
and 5-Ea in Fig. 3 of Castle's review, ref. 1)
and the corresponding Cfi values fitted into
the graphs Fig. 4 (circles). A^mean crystal-
l i te diameter of Lo : 800 Á is found for.
their graphite; one has to note that such a
fitting is. permissible because the apparent
densit¡r of their graphite lvas not much
higher than that of the one used in the work
here reported. From the Porvell-Schofield
C,R values, the extrapolated values C¿?*
were obtained by using slopes equal to the
slope of the experimental line for 38b.K
(this is a small correction horvever, and of
no consequenee at all for temperatures
above 1000'K). The final values Jor the
t

PROCI]EDINGS OF THE CONFERENCES ON CARBON

Debye has shown that the Debye
temperature e !h9-- lttice scattering is
proportional to the absolute temperature.
Peierlst' has discussed the scattering at'Gñ¡¿¡áTü¡és 

below o and shorvn that at,
surnelently low temperatures

l f l L - K T  + ) t T u e - o t " ,

rvhere the linear part is due to lattice defeets
and the exponential part to the mutual

_interaction of accoustical lvayes. In Fig. 5
a rvell-developed straight-line section is
present for 7 ) 1600"K so that it seems that
the average Debye temperature correspond-
ing to the lattice scattering is O ry 1b00'K.
Since the heat is transported by both longi-
tudinal and transverse vibrations along
the graphite plane, this value seems to be of
the right order of'magnitude. At low tem-
peratures the dependence is definitely not
purely exponential; it might be a combina-
tion of a linear and exponential term, or
might be more complicated. With all the
possible errors of extrapolation, it is im-
possible to decide as to the exact shape of the
curve. It i!- clear, however, 4t this stage
that there is .a definite contribution from
la t ti c e*i {n¡r grf, _W!i_o_+S The lattic e imp erf e c -'
tions involved are undoubtedly those lvhich
had no time to diffuse out and rvere frozen-in
in the graphite crystallites rvhen the mate-
rial was cooled at the end of the heat-

$
t

I
I
I

ó<, o

= roo

-
q

E
L

z

U

É
U

z

l
0'

decrease about linearly

13 R. Peierls, Ann. derPhysik g, 1055 (1929). Sa-
also his recent book, Quantum Theory of Solids,
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1g5b; in particular, pages
40-43 and 52-53.

above

radiative _conduction through the
will rrot be eonsidered TiliTñer.

.  ( 1 ) no maximum in heat conductivity
would be obtained for 

-- 
rvell-EñpEi

unless. 1 / l, lioul¿fvar

treatment process. Consequently a strong
r -

noence oI the shape ol the low tem_
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rvilh,femp-erature,*-in-.?ll 9il."y!:i*.-:" -€ rE$¡lllarpr. It seems, therefore, that this i
disagreement betrveen the temperaturel high value rvould be a lorver limit.

!gbn;¿"^"" of.c and.K,jj.."Tqi9.üer-.-tltpar:+ Actually 7¿ is about equal to r¿ (and

lg5lpg{%"1.bglp_t-t9J-gbgU$ip*esuscied ) conseeuently equal to about }) only when
Es,úice. srillii"Iiü' ?iáwp tq- the accommodation coefficient a at the

temp.erature.$*(see-4ie"".6). lsund¿¡le¡ is equal to 1. If the heat travel-- 
fn order to find the velocity of the rvaves ling throuqh the lattice is scattered at the

responsible for the heat transport from the b ftat 
-üÍié*a[s"iii6'irti." 

of
slopes of the straight lines, Fig. 5, the re- glrglgy_e!q9gC_!@fi;üt--móiiés.--in 

-ihe

sistivity values fi have to be corrected for scattered waves corresponds to the local
trvo effects. One is the porosity of the mate- G¡'IgIe!.t.g. l!- tÉ boundary, tñ.c4--OJ
rial which for artificial carbons made definition) the accommodation coefficient
according to the usual mix formula leads @I-ü-gt}j!trj$ú
in the case of our rods to a factor'n of about jlgjup-l- rpflected. by""-t-b9--b"o.n"d-a.ries* t¡e
2.0. The other is th_e- ¡"9-.cal!g{..ppjtr- f+"p!ot accommodation coefficie-n!__i! Zqtg, A+d"!-h-" ?
gryI.lg-pñó"i. [üó i""i"u." i""1i"ir' i""clt' -hsall'r+!p9-{ 

{'ó^,.9-{'9-..";á_ oi ir'á-g.y.tq1
ffiTo 

-[ne 
disordeiéd 

"diiec{ioiiát' clistriEü- to the other ro'it1 n" Áiigt ii'y gieater (, z/"¡.-ti;; 
;¡.;y;¿áriit"-lii""é.:-tññTá^¿ió"f 

'vái:iel 
/ 'Gñi;ii1oo erystals -are- j-oheilaL¡ü,e.

from aboút Vlfói á-óompletelydisordered\ bánndu.u bv direct valence ¡ona. un in-l
arrangement, to about 1 for aligned crys- \ ;;l;;;;"1"*iii;;;-til;-il;üñ;[*; \
tallites. In Kendall coke the crystallite into-ltratio"r. óá".éouá"tlu f* 

"-Zl-" 
/

planes are aligned quite well along the aris .ñ;i"";fffi;lhr;dñ"m" 
*.b:iid?i-vsTaf-

of extrusion and therefore this last factor flñ** ;dü;iñfré,, ot *o¿". ;;;;
is not much greater than 1. Consequently 

ñ."¿-* ,á 
" 

n[ii", t"-p"rutuñ itu"]fr"
both effeets lumped together will lead to a Gn",ñ;"h;; of tile crvstalline contaet from
correction factor" z = 2.5. From the stope ffff_=-":,;t": ñ;11ü*¡-;; 

'¡;;

-of the lowesl straight line.one. obtains 
l*;ll"toril,T5,n.r"u,.*d. one ean easiLy

u : 5370 m/sec'af^ys. %

According to the standard derivation of ;':,' , 
*;:-_-:--

the heat conductivity for a gas u. girr"n t finitely,long.crystalline strips of the width

kinetic theory, T : +; repeating the same "",^t:,the,direction 
of the rvidth 1/7" :

type of calculation for a two-di-"n.iottui r/2'll - (1 - a)l]" lvhere I is the fraction

case, horvever, yields "y : +.The normal gf , 
nllaccommodated modes rvhich passed

*pa$pone¡lLlf.d¡e*n¡es,¡Lrr"ogaEE¡t+bI. into the second crystallite strip' when two

.1¿crr*t"il*-corra"cion..is-fgT.tb9iñ¡iuen' 
crystals are joined directlv' it seems reason-

- iional case larser because there are rela- able to assume that ú I ]. When they are

T""1"-Ct*tftñspsiü-9g.SglüC-L]gg- separated bv- a few disorganized earbotr

3ggt Llrjñ-dlt*l¡no-nf t¡p-!:g!¡.P-gt atoms' I rvill become smaller' On the other

TuLi"g .yn : t, one [ets, : ZZpOO -7rér. hand, the accommodation coefficient must

This is a very high velocity. A possible e-rist- increase lvith temperature, since there are

ence of intercrystalline resis{ánces rvhich more modes excited and there are more

would Iead to an additive tbrm in Eq. g interactions leading to accommodation.
; .  ,

- p_rgp-oLtlgta to rf L." rvould pakg this veloc- Igk¡gqlg1l[: lT"* .temperature Ulgq.ft-ñln.o,owski, 
rhis vorume, page 203. ffi*ü}5¿*ilffiT'J(lf +1fi-HHH*:15 The consideration of the e-factor in calcul"- -L ' '  o

tion of I 
" 

was not necessarl, since the iu"to. .ui- 
'y n 7 0 8f a1d- a c¿ 15,000 m/sec' rvhat

cels outi"nq. (¿). agrees rvell with the average Debye tem-

I
(

i'r
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Fre. 6. Dependence of the products CR and, CR g
on temperature for highly graphitized samples.
Broken curves-extrapolations. dS?IIl curves ob-
tained by using the data byDeSorbo and Tylers
and by Tyler and Wilsonl without correcting them
for the difference in density. The crystal size esti-
mate w'as made however introducinE such a
correction.

perature of e = 1500'K found above from
the lattice scattering.

The change observed in the slope of the
lines in Fig. 4 by a factor 1.44 betrveen the
limits 115"K to 385'K is much too great to
be explainable by the temperature change
in the group velocity for a definite tlpe of
vibration. *Epih.e¡._Lb[ -U!glr_t-!" due to an
increase of ihe coóffiüent á wilñ'dnilñ¡?EasF
PfjemPerylue-9ne must remem¡er t
in addition to the chanee in a. the tl'oe of''
vib rations-n¿jnlrcponsib le_.lqf !k_Hggs-

-p9l!-9t*tre!*ssbl*sba"+es.""in" fhs" -l*v--
temperatlrJg-Ig+.9e. However, this was not
corrected for in constructing the broken
curve Fig. 5 where the rvhole change in
slope has been assumed to be due to varia-
tion in tn . Lt, higher temperatures (>800'
K) u'hen all tlrces of vibrations are excited
verl¡ l i tt le chanqe in. ¿' or t¡js ex.pected.

CONFERENCES ON CARBON

In Fig. 6, the product Cfi is plotted as a
function of temperature for highly graphi-
tized samples. Down to 115'K the behavior
is normal, the curves tending toward a
Iimiting value (CR")r:o lf (7 au)ooL, ,
and does not give any indication of the
uprvard trend incipient below 60'K. The
lowest, curve was calculated using the data
for the specific heat by DeSorbo and Tylers
and for the conductivity by Tyler and Wil-
son (Sample A). When the Tyler and Wilson
data are corrected for the density and
fitted into the graph Fig. 5 an average
crystal diameter of 900A is found for their
graphite Sample A. Subtracting the lattice
scalt"r;r.rg from each@
a set of correspondins. CRo curves is ob-
tained. All three-curves,_.sbgl¡__.!!e same

@

relative temperature dependence. as ex-
- * - + F " - : * - " - F " * -

pected (thé -teuiieralure-dependsüce-bei

. One misht comment here
obseryed strong temperature

dependence of 7a plus the lattice scattering
correction make the discrepancy between
the temperature dependence of C and K
at lower temperatures even greater tharr
suspected.

C. Polycrystalline and Amorphous Carbons

The thermal resistivities of carbons
greatly exceed the values expected by ex-
trapolation of the linear trend observed
for large crystallites (See Fig. 3). The devia-
tion from linearity cannot be due to a size
dependence of the factor 7s since T¿ de-
pends mainly on the nature of the inter-
crystalline bonding. If one assumes that
the deviation is due to an additive extra
resistance R¡, this resistance can be es-
timated from Fig. 3 and plotted as a func-
tion of temperature (Fig. 7). It turns out
that this resistance R¡ is strongly decreasing
with increase in temperature and increas-
ingly so, as the crystallite size decreases.
One can try to interpret this resistance as
resistance due to the disorganized carbon
phase present betn'een the crystallites.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
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a ¿ v

c

(r

?B becomes a constant (o : 1). It seems

that-9v$n wi f,h on t,, th c d i srügi' n i 1e4 l¡h&se''
jlhe bouudarls¡r-b-etw-ge. -sr:qlaUi!€-Ehuld
nresent some kind of barriers to thg-¡[a¡q=
L - - .

mffin of heat. The crystallites being

Tffiddl;I*Tñé*féripheries by randomly

distributed C-C bonds, the transmission

of vibrations should become more effective

as the temperature increases (shorter waYe-

lengths). If one includes the disorganized

carbon phase as part of the barriers one

can say in general that the curves Fig. 7

give the variation of the opacity of the bar-

riers to the flow of the accommodated flux,

as function of temPerature.
On the other hand, one might consider

.E¡ minus the part of r?¡ due to change in

yB as the resistance of the disorganized

layers to the florv of accommodated flux,

that is consider the conduction as occur-

!'rc. 7. Temperature dependence of the inter- ring throtrgh ¡ trvo component medtun]*

.^+-rr:-^ -^-;-+--^^- p - (crvstallites dispersed throughout an amor-

r o

l o o  2 0 0  3 0 0

T E M P E R A T U R E  ( ' K )

crystalline resistances R¡. ¡
nhous phase). the resistance of the amor-

Thls phasg, rvhich is still very abundant phoú.-plgl"-A"SlggsL+s-s!q9-"gly-"--l.rit-t*L+-

in carbons after heat treatments to 1200oc, crease of te{nperature.
- . . -

disapp_ears r4.Edly at hig!e1!¡e-1t ireatments For the smallest crystallite sizes (,L" 3

@.uia"nc"d ny- ih9 Ji."pÑ?ú"¿e ó¡ ltre 40 Á) such a trvo component interpretation

=üfluse- lorv angle--scaitering) and very little is objectionable in view of the assumed

of itis left aboveíT : 1500"C.ft Thecurves additivity of the resistances. The splitting

in Fig. 3 do not sholv a corresponding be- is obtained by extrapolating the linear rela-

havior. However, as pointed out in Section tion (3) to lorv crystallite sizes and it seems

B only very ferv disorganized carbons lodged questionable if any meaning can be at-

betrveen crystallites are necessary to increase tached to such a large extrapolation. When

the accommodatio¡ coefficient and decrease the mean free path becomes of an order of

the transmission of the unaccommodated one or even several wavelengths, the con-

part of the flux. The numbers of atoms neces- cept loses its usefulness because it becomes

sary fo¡. that are far belorv the sensitivity impossible to speak about travelling waves,

limits of any method of detection (one or two inside such small systems as carbon crys-

atomic layers betrveen crystallites). Thus tallites. This is true a fortiori for amorphous

J,hg nr.-j9l-:plúelvJareg-crystaUils-jü- substances. A mean free path of an order

m+iÚ due tg.t-h-q-.dgf$S*ql*1¿--(-4gyg--!9- of several interatomic distances means that

ihe limit * reached at or before about the normal vibrations of the system cannot

¿; :-65Á)";"¿ trri,*rói" idlp.t-r:*ir.yt?ült- be decomposed into travelling waves, thus
te-liiiiatuie dgpendql¡t. bhe free path does not have the necessary-'For 

smaller crystals with thicker disor- directional qualities. The interaction be-
ganized transition layers (f/? < 1700"C) trveen different vibrational modes of a small

r6  S .  Mrozor "sk i ,  Th is  vo lume,  page 31 . crystallite hooked to its neighbors through
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Frc. 8. Schematic drawing represerrt ing the
general trend of the variation of the product CE
¿s a function of inverse crystallite size from large
crystal l i te sizes dorvn to amorphous m¿terial.
Broken l ine f i t ted according to Eq. (3). Circle at
c ross ing  g ives  thc  apparent  ( "  rL " t  ve lue  i f  onc
uses Eq. I  for the amorphous materi¿rl .

the disorganized phase is so strong that the

mean free path calculated from Eq. (1)

does not have to be in any direct relation

to the dimensions of the crystallite.

For these smallest crystallites sizes the
curves Fig. 3 show a slower rise: This is as
expected since all curves should level off,
tending to a limiting value CR" for a per-
fectly amorphous material. An extension of
the straight line relationship found for large
crystallites (or of the same relationship
but rvith t u : t) will lead to a crossing u'ith
the CB cur\¡e. The value of Z. for u'hich

PROCEEDINGS OF l'HE CONFERENCES ON CARBON

this rvill occur will have, horvever, no rela-
tion to any actual dimension in the system
(See Fig. 8). One can look at the same prob-
Iem from another angle: In such fine poly-
crystalline or amorphous materials waves
are so strongly damped that there is not
very much point to speak about their veloc-
ity; what is observed is the diffusional veloc-
ity of the transport of energy. With a
so-redefined velocity, Eq. 1 might yield
free paths directly related to the dimensions
in the microstructure. But no matter rvhich
point of vien' is adopted, Eq. 1 becomes a
relation rvhich cannot be subiected to an
experimental test.

In conclusion, it seems to the authors
that the shape of the CE curve in Fig. 8
might not only be characteristic of carbons,
but might in general correspond to the
transition from rvell-crystallized to amor-
phous material and furthermore, that al-

\

though 
ilLe. 

Deb.ve_ relation _ explains rvgll
the meehanlsm ot heat, eonducl,lon ln the

,explanation exist tgf.
mediate and amornhous substances.

The X-ray spectrometer used in this
lvork was obtained rvith the assistance of
a grant from the Research Corporation.


